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Abstract—The Communication Based Train Control (CBTC) systems today has generated immense interest in transport domain because of its ability to enhance safety and improve operational effectiveness. The current communication solutions for urban guided transport system that is based on the Wireless local area network (WLAN) becomes obsolete with a number of shortcomings in term of capacity and capability. Hence, the LTE Communication network (LTE) is considered as a new solution for railway communication technology. Before widely deploying this new solution in railway industry, it must be evaluated and tested to ensure the desired performance level for CBTC system according to the railway safety standards. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a model of CBTC system that allows to consider the behaviours of the LTE communication network in real time. In this paper, we propose to use Petri nets for modelling CBTC system based on a LTE architecture. Using this model, preliminary dependability analysis for the data communication system based on the LTE technology is then performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Allowing less track-side equipment for continuous automatic train protection, the Communication Based Train Control (CBTC) systems offer lower maintenance costs, greater operational flexibility and enhanced safety. It is increasingly being applied in train control systems around the world. That is the reason why, numerous articles seek to model CBTC system in order to analyse and evaluate its performance. For general qualitative analysis of CBTC system, [13] presented 3-level hierarchy modelling approach:

1) functional model based on continuous data flow.  
2) train behaviour using discrete state machine.  
3) control action described as continuous data flow.  

Using Colored Petri Net, [12] focused on modelling the Data Communication system (DCS) of the CBTC system in order to evaluate the transfer delay of messages between the trains and the zone controller (ZC). In [15], authors used stochastic automation networks for modelling CBTC system in order to examine the impact of the emergency braking deadline on the train stop probability.

However, in these above studies, the core of CBTC system - DCS system that is based on the WLAN network (standard IEEE 802.11) cannot meet the user requirements when the accessibility and the productivity of transport system increase. In fact, due to lacking comprehensible QoS features (such as end-to-end resource management), its potential to support a multi-service delivery network in critical environments is limited. Another problem with WLAN is its insufficient capacity. In central stations, providing sufficient number of channels to serve all the trains is a major problem, especially when new passenger services (such as multimedia entertainment applications for passengers) are deployed. In addition, the delay of WLAN handover procedure also limit the possibility of implementation of CBTC system for high speed trains.

Because of the ability to support multi-service traffic (voice, video, data) that demands resilience or high-bandwidth real-time capabilities, LTE offers an immense perspective to railway industry. In details, with a low user-plane latency, LTE leads to higher efficiency in train operation system. Through fast handover and global roaming procedure, it also meets the mobility requirements of CBTC system with target up to 350 km/h. Moreover, QoS management mechanism built into LTE allows to guarantee delivery of critical traffic over multi service network. These above features offer a platform for further evolution and growth for CBTC system in the long term. [9] highlighted the benefits when deploying the LTE network for European Train Control System (ETCS). Using OPNET (Optimized Network Engineering Tool) simulation, authors proved that QoS mechanisms are efficient enough to use LTE for combining safety and non-safety applications. In this context, SYSTUF [11] - a French research project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of using a single communication technology based on LTE to simultaneously meet the performance requirements of safety-critical and non-critical applications in transport domain. [8] presented the results obtained within this project. It also focused on studying the QoS management mechanism proposed by LTE. Based on the OPNET modeller, the authors evaluated the performances offered by LTE to these applications, such as End-To-End delay and packet loss. Therefore, they highlighted the LTE’s ability to ensure an efficient service for guided
transport application categories.

However, the increased dependency of multi-applications on this communication-based technology introduces new risks. The new solution must be evaluated and tested to ensure the desired performance level for safety application (CBTC) according to the railway safety standards [1]. In this paper, we will perform the preliminary dependability analysis for the communication LTE network in the train control application. The main difficulty of this task is to develop a model that permits to well consider the faults / errors / failures in the transmitted signals in real time. It should also help to see the impact of the communication parameters (such as loss connection rate, handover apparition rate etc) on the dependability parameters of the DCS in the train control application.

The paper is structured as follow: in Section II, we will describe the system and model formulation. The contribution, which concerns an approach for modelling and simulating the LTE-based-CBTC system, will be presented in Section III. Then, the Section IV aims to apply our model for the dependability analysis of the DCS of CBTC system. Finally, Section V presents the conclusion and the further research works.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODEL FORMULATION

A. Problem statement

We consider an automatic metro line equipped with CBTC (Communication Based Train Control) system implemented on a LTE architecture. During the journey, the position/integrity message generated by a train is transmitted periodically to the Zone Controller (ZC) each Ts second (s). After taking into account the position of other trains and the indications given by the railway signalling equipment (signal, track circuit for example), the ZC sends back to the train the movement authority (MA) - “permission to proceed”. This task takes the time of Dzc (s). For all messages sent by train or by ZC, they are considered valid at the reception if and only if their transmission times do not exceed a value Do (s) (obsolescence deadline for a message).

From the point of view of users, the data communication system in the CBTC application is considered as failed when the train does not receive a valid MA that corresponds to its position message sent before. Thus, the dependability parameters for the DCS in CBTC system will be evaluated at the level of a given train. In order to reach this objective, the performance parameters of the communication process between the train and the ZC will be examined in the next subsections.

B. Model formulation for performance parameters of communication process between the train and the ZC

1) Transmission delay: Let Dp be the transmission delay of the packet sent by the train or by the ZC in the normal case when the connection loss and handover do not occur.

Most of studies use an exponential distribution to represent this random variable. However the exponential distribution is only based on the average value of the variable and cannot handle its upper or lower bounds. Therefore, we propose to use the log-normal distribution to characterize Dp, because of its appropriate features. In fact, log-normal distribution aims to represent the random positive variables. Moreover, defining two parameters: (1) the mean value, mp, and (2) the error factor (that is calculated as the ratio of the 95% to the median), qp, it is easy to handle the mean value and the upper bound for the transmission delay. The probability density function of DP is given by:

\[ f_{D_p} = \frac{1}{D_p \sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{(\ln(D_p) - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \]  

where \( \mu, \sigma \) are calculated by the following equations ([10])

\[ \sigma = \frac{\ln(q_p)}{1.64} \]
\[ \mu = \ln(m_p) - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \]

2) Retransmission mechanism: LTE uses the mechanism HARQ type 3 for the retransmission occurring in the case of long acknowledgement delay or packet loss. In this document, we consider the Sync HARQ. The maximal retransmission number for a message is 3 times, i.e there are 4 packets (including an original packet) resent at maximum for a message sent by the train or the ZC [14], [7].

• When a message is sent, 3 other copies are created. If the transmitter (Tx) receives ACK sent by the receiver (Rx), these copies are deleted. For simplicity, it is unnecessary to consider the retransmission mechanism for ACK; and the ACK transmission delay is assumed to be constant and is called DACK.
• After the retransmission time, TRE, if Tx does not receive yet ACK, it sends another packet.
• Due to temporarily bad radio signal conditions, the packet loss occurs with probability pET.

Note that the obsolescence deadline Do is applied for the message including the retransmission (1 original version and 3 copies).

3) Connection loss: Let Dt be the time to the connection loss, and Dr be the duration time to reconnect. Dt is assumed to follow the exponential distribution with a rate \( \lambda_t \), [16]:

\[ f_{D_t}(t) = \lambda_t \exp(-\lambda_t t) \]  

The train equipment detects this state after a timeout, Ta (s) and then tries to establish a new connection with the failed reconnection probability, pF. In detail, when the reconnection duration is more than \( b_t \), the re-establishment is considered as false and then another attempt is made. The recovery time of a successful connection is assumed to follow the uniform distribution of UNIF[a, b]. Thus, for
The cumulative distribution function of the reconnection duration is therefore:

$$F_{D_r}(t) = \begin{cases} 
0; & t < a \\
(1 - p_f)\frac{1}{b-a}; & t \in [a, b] \\
(1 - p_f)p_f\frac{1}{b-a}; & t \in [b, b + a] \\
... & \\
0; & t \in [(n-1)b, (n-1)b + a] \\
(1 - p_f)p_f^{(n-1)}\frac{1}{b-a}; & t \in [(n-1)b + a, nb] 
\end{cases}$$ (3)

Note that: In reality, for safety applications, when no valid MA is received by train within a certain period, the emergency braking is triggered. However, in the framework of this article, we are only interested in the dependability of the LTE communication network and we do not consider the safety application. Then, the upper bound for the reconnection time is not defined.

4) Handover performance: Handover processes occur every time the train crosses the border between the coverage areas of two neighboring e-nodeB. When the train is operating normally, the inter-occurrence time of handovers can be assumed to be independent and exponentially distributed with the rate $\lambda_{H_o}$. [16] Then, the distribution of the time $T_k$ where handover occurs at the $k$-th time follows the Gamma law. Thus,

$$F_{T_k}(t) = 1 - \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{(\lambda_{H_o}t)^j}{j!} \exp(-\lambda_{H_o}t)$$ (5)

The execution time of handover is assumed to follow the normal distribution with the mean value $m_{eH}$ and the error factor of 5%, $\sigma_{eH}$. Let $D_{eH}$ be the handover delay, then its pdf is similarly defined as the Eq. (1).

When the packet is sent during the handover processes, its stochastic transmission delay is defined by $D_{cH} + D_p$.

III. SYSTEM MODELLING AND SIMULATION

Among the modelling methods, Petri net (PN) is a graphical and mathematical modelling tool for the description of time dependent behaviours of systems ([6]) and is widely employed in dependability assessments.

In this paper, we propose to use the Petri Net module of GRIF [2] that is a software platform for determining the essential dependability parameters of a system. In details, the Petri Net module serves to model the behaviour of complex systems using stochastic Petri nets with predicates and assertions. For quantitative evaluation, it uses a high-speed Monte Carlo simulation engine (MOCA-RP).

Using the Petri net module of the GRIF platform, the CBTC system is then modelled by 4 sub-nets describing:

A. handover procedure
B. re-connection procedure
C. transmission and re-transmission procedure
D. ZC operation

The notation of PN modelling are taken from the [4] standard.

A. Sub-net of the handover procedure

In Figure 1, when the “t_app_handover” transition (that follows the exponential distribution with the rate, $\lambda_{H_o}$) is triggered, the variable “hand” becomes true, that means the handover procedure is executed. This procedure ends when “end_handover” transition is triggered. At this moment, the variable “hand” is set to false.

B. Sub-net of the re-connection procedure

In Figure 2, after the “Connect_loss” transition has been triggered, the variable “connectfail” becomes true. When the train detects the connection loss (i.e “Detect_loss” transition is triggered after $T_d$), the re-connection procedure described in section II-B3 is executed. For the “Reconnection” transition, only one of the downstream places (“OK_reconnect” or “Failed_reconnect”) is filled after firing the transition with its correspondent probability. In details, the token comes to the “Failed_reconnect” place with the probability, $p_f$. After a successful re-connection, the variable “connectfail” is set to false.

C. Sub-net of the transmission and the re-transmission procedures

The transmission and re-transmission procedures are presented in Figure 3. In detail, every $T_s(\alpha)$, the “T_train_mess” transition is triggered, one packet is sent to the ZC and
3 other packets are simultaneously created and stored in the “Buffer” place. The deadline time - variable “D_T” is also calculated. For the first packet, “D_T” is set to the obsolescence deadline, D_o. The “train_envmess” transition represents the transmission delay for the first packet. It is triggered in the normal case when the variables “connectfail” and “hand” are false.

After triggering the “train_envmess” transition, the packet arrives at the ZC with the error probability p_ET. If the packet is OK, the transition “Tr12” is triggered, the ZC sends back an ACK to the train. The ACK processing of the train was modelled in the previous section. Another token simultaneously comes to “ZC_preaction” place. Within the deadline D_o of the train message, if the ZC receives another copies of this train message, “rejectdouble” transition is then triggered, these copies are rejected.

The delay time for updating MA is D_ZC. After D_ZC, the transition “Zc1” is then triggered, a token comes to the place “ZC_env” for starting a transmission procedure of MA from the ZC to the train. This procedure is modelled similarly to the transmission procedure of the train message that is presented in the previous section.

Note that when the D_ZC is larger than the T_s, it is possible that there exists a token in the place “update_MA” that is waiting to be handled while the next message of the train (called second token) comes to the ZC. In this case, the second token is sent to the “update_MA_2” place. Similarly, if the n-th token comes to ZC while all (n-1) places (“update_MA_1”, “update_MA_2”, … “update_MA_(n-1)” places) have tokens, this n-th token is sent to “update_MA_n” place for handling.

IV. DEPENDABILITY ANALYSIS FOR CBTC SYSTEM

The information obtained during the system modelling and its simulation can lead to average values, probabilities or distributions that can serve for the dependability evaluation. Firstly, we introduce the characteristics that can be obtained and explains how they can be calculated in the subsection IV-A. Next, the results of the dependability analysis for our case study will be presented in the subsection IV-B.

A. Definitions of dependability parameters

Every T_s (s), the train sends to the ZC its position message. We propose to use T_s as a time unit (TU) for evaluating the dependability parameters of DCS in the train control application. That means the DCS will be evaluated
as failed or not during every period of $T_s$ (s). In details, let $t = 0$ be the moment where the first position message of the train is sent to the ZC, then at $t = 2D_o + D_{ZC}$ where $D_o$ is the obsolescence deadline for a single way of message (from the train to the ZC for example), we will verify whether a valid MA has been received by the train or not. If not, the system is considered as failed during the first period, $[0, T_s]$. Similarly, the system is considered as failed during the second period, $[T_s, 2T_s]$, if at $t = T_s + 2D_o + D_{ZC}$, the train does not yet receive the MA that corresponds to the second position message. So, the down time only includes periods when the train can not receive the valid MA. The up time only includes periods when the valid MA can arrive to the train. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

Then, for the dependability analysis of the LTE communication network in the train control application, the following parameters will be evaluated:

- The MDT (Mean Down Time) that characterizes the average value of the down time, it is calculated by the average on all down time period lengths on the different scenarios.
- The MUT (Mean Up Time) that characterizes the average value of the up time. It is calculated by the average on all up time period lengths on the different scenarios.
- The MTFF (Mean Time to First Failure) that presents the average value of the first time when the train can not receive a valid MA, it is calculated by the average on all first up time period lengths on the different scenarios.
- The availability is the ability of the system to be in a state to perform the required function over a given mission time. The average availability is calculated by the average between the number of valid MA(s) received by the train and the number of position messages sent by the train on the different scenarios.

### B. Analysis of the case study

In this section, we consider the following case study: Every $T_s = 0.2$ (s), the train sends a position message to the ZC, the obsolescence deadline for a message is $D_o = 0.05$ (s). The other parameters are given in the Table I.

#### Table I: Input Parameters for the case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection loss</th>
<th>$\lambda_1$</th>
<th>$p_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission delay &amp; ZC action</td>
<td>$\tau_{up}$</td>
<td>$\tau_{down}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handover</td>
<td>$\eta_{up}$</td>
<td>$\eta_{down}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retransmission</td>
<td>$D_{ACK}$</td>
<td>$T_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnection delay</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the input parameters is chosen (1) arbitrarily but try to come close to reality, (2) based on [16], (3) based on [14], (4) based on [7], (5) based on [3], (6) based on [5].

After performing the simulation during 1000 h of mission time with 100 scenarios, the results of the dependability analysis is then given in Table II. The LTE-based-DCS availability in the train control application is 99.74%, i.e. among 100 messages sent, the train will receive 99.74 valid MA(s) from the ZC. On average, after every 398.4 valid MA(s) (MUT = 398.4 TU) received by the train from the ZC, one MA (MDT = 1 TU) is considered as failed and cannot reach the train. However the first failed MA occurs after 649.55 valid MA(s) on average (MTFF = 649.55 TU). The MTFF is greater than MUT because the system has a failure probability that increases over time.

Next, Figure 6 shows the impact of the packet error probability ($p_{ET}$), the loss connection rate ($\lambda_1$) and the handover occurrence rate ($\lambda_{Ho}$) on the system availability. We find that among these parameters, the impact of $\lambda_1$ is non-significant. Hence, it is not necessary to improve the loss connection rate. It is better to reduce the handover occurrence rate in order to improve the system availability.

#### Table II: Dependability parameter for case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDT</th>
<th>MUT</th>
<th>MTFF</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2 s</td>
<td>78.96 s</td>
<td>129.91 s</td>
<td>99.74 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Impact of $p_{ET}$, $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_{Ho}$ on the system availability.
In fact, when the mean time between handover occurrences is 60 (s) \((\lambda_{Ho} = 0.0167)\), the system availability attains 99.85%.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, using PN with assertions and predicates, we presented an approach for modelling the CBTC system, where LTE network is used for data communication between the train and the ZC. This model allows to consider the transmission procedure in real time and to take into account the failures/ errors of the communication system. It is also powerful for the dependability analysis of the CBTC system. The results highlighted the availability of the LTE-based-DCS in train control application. Moreover, for high system availability, it is not necessary to improve the loss connection rate but is better to extend the mean time between handover occurrences.

These above results that are preliminary conclusions obtained using the illustrated numerical example will be used in further work for safety analysis of CBTC system considering distance management between trains. In addition, we will examine the dependability sensitivity and study the impact of performance parameters of the communication network on the CBTC dependability parameters. On the other hand, a more efficient algorithm to improve the implementation time of Petri Net for simulation could also be developed.
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